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Ever watched professional snowboarders and wanted to pull some of the same tricks they

make look so simple? If so, Mastering Snowboarding is the resource for you.Olympic gold

medalist and X Games champion Hannah Teter teams up with expert snowboard writer

Tawnya Schultz to bring you the techniques and tricks used by the pros. They’ll take you inside

the sport and provide in-depth coverage of snowboarding equipment, including how to select

and customize a board to fit your style and needs. Packed with the coolest tricks, expert

advice, and secrets from the pros, this full-color guide is the only resource you need in order to

own the slopes.Whether you are a recreational rider or a seasoned vet about to drop in to the

halfpipe, Mastering Snowboarding has you covered. Add this one-of-a-kind resource to your

library and you’ll soon be ready to put your new skills on display.
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be a bumpy ride at the start with ups and plenty of downs, once people “get it” and develop the

ability to link turns on snow, it is easy to get hooked. For some the goal may be to go

snowboarding with their friends on weekends; for others it may be to win an Olympic gold

medal and have their face on a Wheaties box. Some riders prefer to ride solo, appreciating the

beauty all around them; for others the whole point is to share the experience with those they

care about. Whatever your motivation to learn how to ride or how to ride better, the opportunity

to express yourself as an individual is undoubtedly part of it. The opportunity to challenge

yourself and to do what makes you happy has made snowboarding what it is today.Whether

you ride frequently or only a few times a year, the process of reaching the level of

snowboarding skill you seek can be a long one, involving lots of spills and numbingly cold

weather. But as you gain experience, there are plenty of moments along the way that make it

all worth it. This is what keeps you going. It’s you sliding down the hill with your family during

winter vacation. It’s locking in a boardslide on a rail for the first time and feeling a sense of

accomplishment.If you want to become an elite snowboarder, there is no secret, no particular

path, no right or wrong approach. Success at the professional level is a result of experience,

talent, skill, luck, and the drive to improve. The competition and achievement keep you going.

It’s you against yourself. It’s about understanding the backcountry and dropping your first heli

line in Alaska and riding the best powder of your life. It’s getting your photo published in a

snowboard magazine.Whatever your personal snowboarding goals may be, there will be times

when you get discouraged, feel as if it’s just too hard, and maybe even scream out loud that

you “never want to snowboard again!”If you don’t give up, then you’re sure to reap the ultimate

reward, whatever that may be for you. Maybe it will be recognizing that being strapped on a

piece of wood in the dead of winter makes you feel more alive than ever before. Maybe it will

be standing on top of a mountain, appreciating the stillness and beauty, then speeding down

the slope as fast as humanly possible, feeling the rush of cold air against your skin, being

engulfed by a giant wave of snow you’ve just created, riding away, and wanting nothing more

than to do it all over again.Snowboarding is freedom in its rawest form.AcknowledgmentsI
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snowboarding for the first time or have been doing it for years, by picking up this book you’ve

made it clear that you want to know more. Maybe you already live in the mountains, or maybe

you live far from them, somewhere in a sweltering desert, and can only dream of snow.No

matter where you are in the world or what your snowboarding background, this guide is built to

help you understand everything there is to know about the sport. First off, it covers the history

of the sport and how snowboarding came about. Did you know it took years for snowboarding

to be allowed at most resorts? You’ll find out why and hear about the colorful, innovative people

who were integral in making snowboarding what it is today.Next, we’ll dive into what equipment

and gear you need and what to buy to look like a real snowboarder. The ever-expanding array

of products on the market can be confusing, and we’re here to help. We’ll break down the

technical jargon and tell you what you need to know about hard goods and soft goods, giving

you the knowledge and confidence to find the right equipment to suit your style and needs.If

you’ve never strapped a foot on a snowboard, there’s a chapter dedicated to giving you a leg

up. Find out what to expect on your first day, and learn insider tips on carving and linking turns.

You’ll be a snowboarder in no time. All it takes is a little practice and confidence.There is

information on how to improve your control and master the basics. Once you’ve learned the

guidelines on rider etiquette and dialed in your turns, it’s time for our tips on taking your skills to

the park and backcountry.Park riding has exploded over the last decade, and resorts have

taken notice, building features of all shapes and sizes for riders of all abilities, from beginner to

pro. If you’ve always wanted to hit a rail or have previously been scared to step it up to that

bigger jump, the photos and step-by-step instructions in the chapters on hitting tricks will help

you make your vision a reality.There’s also a lot to learn when it comes to riding out of bounds,

and we’ll let you know what to expect and how to be prepared for the unexpected. You’ll be

ready to shred untouched powder safely and smartly before you know it.Curious about all the

tricks you see advanced and professional snowboarders pull off? The tricks guide explains in

step-by-step fashion many of the moves featured in competitions.With insight from the pros

who know the competitive side of the sport best, the final chapter highlights the dedication

required to become a professional and gives you an idea of just what it takes to make it in the

industry.From the crazy idea that it might be possible to surf on snow to one of the most

popular sports in the winter Olympics, snowboarding has come a long way, emerging as one of



the fastest-growing action sports over the past few decades. Whether you want to give this

growing winter pastime a try, take on a more challenging run at your favorite resort, or stand

atop a podium someday, we hope this guide gets you itching to hit the slopes. Good luck and

happy shredding . . . and don’t break a leg!Part IBefore You BeginBefore strapping in and

hitting the slopes, take some time to learn about the sport and what you are in for. Part I leads

off with some information on the history of snowboarding and how it has developed into a

worldwide sensation. We’ll introduce you to the people who made it possible and fill you in on

how the equipment has evolved over the years.Then in chapter 2 we’ll help you check out the

variety of snowboarding hard goods and soft goods and figure out how to choose what's right

for you. We'll also explain how to assemble and set up your board and what you need to do to

maintain it.It helps to know ahead of time what it’s like on the slopes and how to succeed to the

fullest. Chapter 3 offers plenty of pointers and inside tips on learning the concepts and making

the most of your time. You are on your way to becoming a snowboarder!Chapter 1History of

SnowboardingThe foundation on which snowboarding was built is a fairy tale of sorts, complete

with an evil emperor, lots of characters, and a happy ending of course. When referencing the

evolution of a time, place, or thing, the true timeline of it all is often hazy—colored by personal

impressions and hindsight. Although the same goes for snowboarding, with plenty of he said,

she said, the sport is young in comparison to most, so the history is relatively fresh and clear.

Many of the sport’s founders are still living, breathing, and shredding with the younger

generations today.Modern-day snowboarding is quite different from the original idea thought up

sometime in the mid-1960s. In the beginning, no one was thinking about carving big

mountains, boosting 50-foot (15 m) tabletops, or nose-sliding rails. The inception was a man

dreaming up a toy to please his daughter. On Christmas Day in 1965, in Muskegon, Michigan,

a man named Sherman Poppen decided to drill together two 36-inch (91 cm) skis he had

bought at a local drugstore. All his daughter Wendy wanted was to be able to stand up on her

sled, and Poppen was determined to grant her wish. The basic sled with a rope that he created

was an instant hit in the neighborhood. Kids were soon asking Poppen to build them one too,

and his inventor mentality began taking over. Poppen’s wife named the toy a “Snurfer” since the

act of riding down the hill resembled surfing on the snow. Within a year Poppen sold the

Snurfer idea to Brunswick (yes, the bowling ball manufacturer), and more than one million units

were sold over the next 10 years for $10 to $30 each.Snurfing (which is similar to what is now

known as noboarding) took shape, and contests drew crowds of hundreds at local resorts.

There were in fact pro “Snurfers” and a media following, but it didn’t catch on in a big way. Poor

marketing didn’t help, and the Snurfing fad came and went with hardly a trace. It did leave an

impression on some key people, though.Snurfing Gives Way to SnowboardingMeanwhile, in

1970 an east coast surfer was conjuring up a little something of his own. Inspired by messing

around in the schoolyard, sliding sideways with lunch trays strapped to his feet—probably out

of boredom—Dimitrije Milovich took his newfound form of fun to the garage and created what

he called a snowboard. Milovich soon linked up with Jersey surfboard shaper Wayne Stoveken,

who was already working on snow–surfboard prototypes. Within a few short years, Milovich

had patented and designed the Swallowtail, and in 1976 he founded Winterstick, the first

snowboard company.Snowboards were originally made for powder. Unable to hold an edge on

hardpack, snowboards were meant for cruising and riding the white waves of the snowy

mountains. There were fins on the bottom, and they were shaped much like a surfboard at that

time. The stance was set back, with both feet angled to the front. The rider wore hard ski or

mountaineering boots, and the outfits were a whole different story. In some ways, this phase is

considered the glory days of snowboarding. The sport was in its infancy, hardly a blip on



anyone’s radar. No one had any expectations of the sport’s becoming a worldwide

phenomenon; the pioneers of snowboarding were just out to do something cool and different

and have a good time. These early times helped establish the spirit of the sport.Two men from

opposite coasts who caught the Snurfing sensation decades ago are still dominant in the world

of snowboarding today: Jake Burton Carpenter and Tom Sims.At age 23, Carpenter was on the

fast track for Wall Street success, after finishing school in economics, when he took a detour.

With snowboarding still looking like a fad, Carpenter had a dream that his passion for riding on

snow could become a legitimate sport. “The minute I got on a Snurfer and rode it, I knew there

was a sport there,” said Carpenter in a CNBC interview. With the vision of building his own

boards and making snowboarding something more than a fad, he decided to ditch the tie, head

back to the mountains of Vermont, and try to figure out how to manufacture a prototype he had

built with wooden planks and water ski bindings. Carpenter decided to establish his own

company, Burton Boards, in 1977, where he began to hand-build boards in his barn. Carpenter

would drive to resorts and try to sell the boards out of the trunk of his car to kids in the parking

lot. Over the next few years, Carpenter kept his head up, continued to set goals, and convinced

ski shop owners to sell Burton snowboards. It was a slow climb, but his hard work and

determination most certainly paid off. After 35 years, Carpenter is still a major advocate and

innovator of the sport and is active in running the world’s leading snowboard brand.In 1979

there was a Snurfing contest being held in Rockford, Michigan. Jake Burton Carpenter decided

to make his way there and enter on his own board. Little did he know the Snurfing community

would refuse to allow it. After some negotiating, event directors added an “open” category,

where Carpenter was the only competitor, obviously taking top honors in the event. Carpenter

was slowly but aggressively paving the way for the sport. He lobbied for years for snowboarding

to be allowed at resorts and one by one they started to come around.Even though boards were

difficult and expensive to make, Carpenter truly believed snowboarding was going to become a

sensation. On the east coast, however, the sport was still very Alpine-esque, with hard boots

and racing at the top of the agenda. Snowboarding on the west coast was a whole other

story.The Freestyle MovementIn the late 1970s over in California, former skateboard champ

Tom Sims was busy testing out his “ski board” on local slopes. Sims, who was also an avid

surfer, was motivated by the possibility of riding a board year-round. With his resources as a

skateboard maker and a brand already intact, Sims decided to make moves with his own

snowboard prototype in Tahoe. With Chuck Barfoot, who had figured out how to use fiberglass

in snowboard production, by his side, Sims was a legitimate seller. He just had to find people to

buy. Mike Chantry, then skateboard park manager in Reno, was familiar with the Sims brand

and began bringing pro skateboarders up to Tahoe to ride Sims snowboards. Needless to say,

Sims brought the surf and skate influence to snowboarding, and locals such as Terry Kidwell,

Bob Klein, and Mark Anolik were intrigued.The old Tahoe City dump in North Lake Tahoe has

the distinction of being the location of the first snowboard quarterpipe and the birthplace of

freestyle snowboarding. When the trash had been bulldozed out, what was left was a U shape

in the backwoods that accumulated an abundance of snow in the winter. The spot became the

local shred and hang spot for riders looking to get their fix. Kidwell, Klein, and others would hit

the dump after school and push the snow by hand and with shovels to perfect the drop-in so

they could ride up and down the wall, just as they would on a skateboard. Word spread.

Skateboard photographers began venturing to Tahoe to snap photos of the big-name

skateboarders who were trying this newfound sport. Soon-to-be snowboarding superstars

gained notoriety in skateboarding and surfing magazines, and interest began building.Tom

Sims began growing a team of kids who were basically unpaid advocates, since at the time



there was no real money in snowboarding. He would send them free product, and they would

send Sims feedback on improving the decks. There were still fins on the bottom, and the

“bindings” were made with cross-country ski plates, no highbacks and straps to hold the feet

down. Since holding an edge became a concern, Sims and his crew began cutting metal

edging off of skis and gluing it down the side of the decks. Problem solved. Well, progress was

moving in the right direction at least.The Red-Headed Stepchild Makes GoodCarpenter was

one of the first to truly push resorts to allow snowboarders to ride chairlifts. The ski industry

was more than a little wary given the commonly held image of skateboarding and youth culture

at the time. With resorts and ski executives slamming doors and basically laughing at the idea

of allowing these “boarders” to mess up their slopes and precious powder, snowboarders

continued to feel like and to be viewed as outsiders.In 1981, at Ski Cooper in Leadville,

Colorado, the first ever snowboard contest was held. King of the Mountain, founded by shop

owner Richard Christiansen, was a hit, yet Ski Cooper didn’t allow riders to take the lifts. They

were sure the sport was a fad. Guess they were wrong.The following year, the first National

Snowsurfing Championships (NSC) were held at Suicide Six ski area in Woodstock, Vermont.

Downhill racers were clocked at 30 miles per hour (48 km/h), half the speed of what is possible

today but a milestone at the time. The television and magazine attention the resort received

because of the event convinced the management to allow the side-slippers for good. Progress!

Three years later, in 1985, the NSC became the U.S. Open of Snowboarding, owned and

operated by Burton, and was moved to Stratton, Vermont. Back then the contest featured only

downhill racing, and speed suits were all the rage, but it was the beginning of what would

become one of the most exciting events of the season. It is now the place where the top riders

in superpipe and slopestyle are crowned, while wearing loose-fitting, casual attire in keeping

with the current snowboarding mind-set and lifestyle.In 1983 Tom Sims held the first World

Snowboarding Championships at Soda Springs in Tahoe. He decided to add halfpipe in

addition to downhill and slalom. He’s noted as the first person to introduce the freestyle aspect

to competition.As media attention began to build in magazines and movies, and as other

manufacturers started seeking their own ways to profit, the ski industry began to come around.

In 1985 Breckenridge in Colorado, Soda Springs, Stratton, and Mammoth Mountain in

Southern California tried their luck at allowing snowboarders. The following year Stratton was

the first resort to offer snowboard instruction and rentals. The sport was getting its wings.While

things in North America were taking shape, Jose Fernandes in Switzerland had taken notice.

He had been working on his own prototypes and following the rise of the sport in the United

States. Fernandes decided to order a board. Winterstick had spread across the pond, and the

snowboard buzz was gaining momentum.Freestyler Terje Haakonsen, shown here competing

in the 1992 U.S. Open, helped move the sport forward in the United States and Europe.In 1982

France’s Les Arcs 2000 invited snowboarders to its new resort, making it the first in Europe.

Another step in the right direction. Frenchman Regis Rolland was another early European

pioneer. He landed a role as the “good guy” snowboarder versus the villain skiers in the cult

classic Apocalypse Snow. The film served as a prelude for what would go on for decades:

snowboarders riding alone while skiers ridiculed.In 1985 Hot Snowboards in France released

the One Sixty, a board with edges and a parabolic sidecut allowing riders to carve into turns.

Many manufacturers followed suit.In 1987 Europe hosted its own World Championships of

Snowboarding, and the rest as they say is history. Fernandes later became president of the ISF

(International Snowboard Federation). One of the most notable pros from Europe is freestyle

legend Terje Haakonsen. Haakonsen has become a staple of the sport, most notably creating

the Ticket to Ride Series (TTR), which helps keep snowboarding in the hands of real



snowboarders as opposed to businesspeople and ski affiliates. With Haaksonsen’s help, TTR

developed a method of quantifying riders’ abilities throughout the season, awarding them

points at certified events based on their standings, and giving riders an ultimate prize money

package at the U.S. Open championships. A collection of dedicated people from around the

globe transformed snowboarding into a noteworthy endeavor. (People even write books about it

now!)Clipping the Fins and Breaking OutIn the mid- to late eighties, board manufacturers

began changing the game. The whole fin idea no longer made sense. Refinements and

advancements were made to the shape, and metal edges became the norm. In 1985

snowboard construction shifted, becoming more modern and paving the way for the boards we

know today. The freestyle scene was growing, and Burton saw potential. Instead of setting the

bindings on the back of the board, stances were drilled more centered. Although riders still

rode with their feet close together and pointed toward the front of the board, the freestyle

movement truly began to develop and thrive.As riders became more adventurous, the boards

evolved to meet changing demands.As the boards evolved, other changes followed. Shops in

1986 released the first set of soft boots produced by Burton. Ski and mountaineering boots

weren’t going to cut it anymore. Riders needed to be able to flex and bend in order to catch air

and attempt tricks, and hard boots were much too stiff to do any of that. There was not much

room to grow, and it was time for manufacturers to think outside of Alpine racing and to create

equipment based on the kinds of moves snowboarders wanted to do, such as jumps, spins,

slashes, and grabs. In 1987 Burton introduced the first twin-tip freestyle board. This freestyle-

specific deck remains a staple today, with its identical tip and tail, enabling the rider to feel the

same riding in both directions, and making learning and landing tricks easier. The innovation in

freestyle equipment of softer boards, boots, and bindings was a radical departure that signaled

the pace and scope of the changes to come. The revolution had begun.Resorts slowly but

surely began coming around, and snowboarders no longer had to hike hills and build their own

halfpipes. Resorts began hand-carving ditch-like walls and jumps. Although skiers still ruled the

slopes, snowboarding was being recognized as a legitimate sport on its own. Production of

boards and gear took off in Europe, and sales increased as more kids caught wind of the new

action sport. Snowboarding was finding its own identity, as youthful riders started rocking

baggy pants and flannels along with a laid-back attitude and an adventurous, independent

spirit. The rebel image—sparked by the fact that snowboarders were viewed as outsiders from

the start—took root and was embraced by the snowboarders themselves, and the pros began

marketing themselves accordingly. The early snowboarders were typically boys in their teens

who were more than happy to set themselves apart from the old people who had held the ski

industry and the slopes in their grasp for decades.Magazines had sprouted up, including

Absolutely Radical in 1985, but it wasn’t until Transworld Snowboarding and Snowboarder

Magazine launched that excitement about the sport truly began to spread. Both publications

had a reputable image within the skate and surf markets, and snowboarding began taking over

as “the next big thing” in the board-sports world. Now kids who had to drive hours or even days

to hit the slopes could read about, and better yet see, soon-to-be superstars for

themselves.While more and more people became familiar with the sport, videographers began

to document and produce legit snowboard films. Early reels were basically grainy and shaky

footage of friends following each other around the mountain, complete with music and now-

considered cheesy graphics. Being able to watch someone snowboard, to visualize and copy

the moves, was pure bliss for many. The Internet then was obviously nothing like what it is

today. Movies would legitimately take a year to produce, edit, and manufacture, and every fall

the movies would hit shop shelves right before the season started. Skateboard filmers and



photographers gravitated toward the new challenge of shooting on snow and capturing the

essence, while legendary ski filmmaker Warren Miller added a few snowboarders to his

roster.Soon, production companies including Mack Dawg and Standard were founded,

releasing classic videos such as New Kids on the Twock; The Hard, the Hungry, and the

Homeless; Double Decade; and the Totally Board series. Snowboard segments in videos

documented how professionals were progressing the sport, giving kids a lesson in style and

maneuvers. Pro riders were honored if they were given the opportunity to appear in a big-name

video made by Mack Dawg or Standard, which set the standard that everyone else followed.

Locking down shots in a video was a chance for riders to showcase their talents outside of the

competitive world. Eventually there were two types of riders: those who competed and those

who filmed. It was (and still is) quite difficult to be successful in both. Riders on film generally

ride big mountain, backcountry terrain, and urban features. As snowboarding began to truly

emerge across the world, competitive snowboarding got fierce, and it was time to think bigger—

and that meant the Olympics.By the mid-1990s, the USASA (United States of America

Snowboard Association) had members across the United States, and parents began driving

their kids miles to the mountains for competitions on weekends. Riders qualified for national

contests through contests at local resorts and hoped to be successful enough to win an

invitation to the nationals held during the spring. This is how many pros got their start, including

Danny Kass, Scotty Lago, Hannah Teter, Kelly Clark, the Mitrani brothers, and the most widely

recognized snowboarder of all, Shaun White. Riders gained sponsors by doing well at

nationals and were then invited to even bigger events, including the U.S. Open of

Snowboarding and the Winter X Games.In 1998, snowboarding made its Olympic debut in

Nagano, Japan (table 1.1). Halfpipe and giant slalom were the only disciplines. Since then,

snowboard cross has been added. The scale in which snowboarding has become publicized

because of the Olympics is vast and hard to measure. The Winter Games in Sochi, Russia, in

2014 are set to debut slopestyle for the first time, lending a grander scale to the sport.

Snowboarding’s potential still seems endless.Chapter 2Choosing and Assembling the Proper

EquipmentEquipment can make or break your snowboarding experience, but the array of

products is constantly expanding, the prices are daunting, and the technology changes every

year. Is doling out the big bucks for high-end boots worth it? Is it possible to find appealing

colors and graphics without sacrificing quality?Don’t panic. To assist you in your quest for the

perfect setup, we’ve broken it all down, item by item. Whether you’re adding to your collection

of gear or just starting out, there are some principles and guidelines that will make shopping

less stressful.Rule number one: Don’t rush into buying everything at once. Do some light

reading to learn about the latest technological breakthroughs and what they can truly do for

you. By reading reviews and seeing a product in print, it may help you discover what you are

looking for. Just know, the most expensive product is not necessarily the best, and a low price

isn’t always a bargain. Name-brand gear has notoriety and works well for a reason. Products

are thoroughly tested to ensure consumers are purchasing a high-quality item. Doing a little

research can go a long way.If you’re able to hit up a demo at a local resort, do it. This is the

ultimate place to test out different boards, boots, and bindings to see and feel the difference for

yourself before making a decision.Go into a legit snowboard shop, talk with employees who

ride, and try stuff on. Don’t be afraid to ask questions and find out the differences in all the

varieties of products. Talk to real people to see what they think about the products. You might

even make some friends while you’re at it! Shopping locally is also a great way to support the

snowboarding community. Sure, some items may be cheaper on the Web, but the experience

of going into a shop and talking with people of similar interests is priceless—and by purchasing



from local retailers, you help ensure they’ll be there to help you and other snowboarders in the

future.Finally, after gathering information and advice, remember to stop and think about how

well it applies to you. Consider your unique size, shape, and weight as well as your personal

style, level of skill and experience, and preferred terrain. Also think about how often you ride

and how much you can reasonably afford to spend.Now we’ll get into the specific products

you’ll need: hard goods, protection, and soft goods.Hard GoodsThe main components of

snowboarding are the board, boots, and bindings. These three elements are the trifecta, the

holy grail, or simply the hard goods that you must put time and effort into choosing before

proceeding. If you’ve never been snowboarding, it doesn’t make sense to go right out and

purchase an entire setup because you don’t know what kind of riding you enjoy or how much

you are actually going to use it. But it is important to know what you should look for once you

decide to invest in your own gear.Because boots should be your first priority, we’ll go over the

proper way to pick boots first and go from there. Finding the perfect pair of boots will make you

a better rider and a happier one. Next, we’ll explain buying power and what you need to look for

when picking out a board that suits your preferred riding style. To help you succeed, we’ll talk

about finding the right bindings to fit your board and mesh with your deck. Later in the chapter,

we’ll go over soft goods and how to keep your equipment in good shape for years to

come.BootsBoots are the most important part of any setup. This can’t be stressed enough.

They’re also the most difficult item of all to find a proper fit, and even when you think they’re

comfortable in the store, ask a lot of questions. Boots can take days and even weeks to break

in. Depending on how many days you snowboard a year, your feet could be hurting for some

time if you’ve opted for a stiff pair.The best advice is to take the time to find boots that you love

first and then find the board and bindings of your dreams. Obtaining the right boots is no easy

task, but with the right amount of information you should be on the right track. The number one

thing you want to focus on is comfort. You are going to be spending hours at a time in these

things, so they need to be not just manageable but dreamy. The price range for boots is

somewhere between $100 and $400, though the average is around $250.There is new

snowboard boot tech coming out all the time, and no two boots are the same. Although lace-

ups used to be the norm, boots now feature endless mechanisms for tightening and locking.

Boots are consciously designed from the outside in. They must be not only durable but

functional too. Tread on the bottom is important to prevent slipping when walking through icy

parking lots and in piles of snow. The heel of the boot is usually about a half inch to an inch (a

couple of centimeters) from where your actual heel will sit. The space between is typically filled

with compression materials or a gel of some sort to help soften landings and support the heel

during heel-side turns.As riders became more adventurous, the boards evolved to meet

changing demands.FitThe toe of the boot is one of the most intricate parts since this spot

tends to suffer the most wear. Your toes are also the first thing that gets cold, so making sure

there is enough padding and warming material is important as well. The outsoles of most boots

use tested waterproof materials, ensuring no moisture will get to your feet. While the outside

material can often appear wet, the inside will stay dry because of the wicking properties of the

material used.When trying on boots, try both the right and left at the same time, and tighten

them up completely. Since many boots have fancy mechanisms, it’s good to figure out how they

work beforehand in the store, and once you purchase them, lace them up again at your home,

instead of making people wait for you on the hill. There are usually two or three parts you’ll

have to tighten down: an inside liner that has a string pull lock, and an outside closure system

using features such as traditional laces, Boa wire, Velcro, or Speed Zone-type zip cords.

Manufacturers offer a variety of lacing options, so testing out different systems while you’re in



the store and figuring out what you like is worth the effort.Stand in your snowboard stance and

bend your knees. Feel the compression of the boot, and feel how it bends through the foot and

the ankle. Bend up and down a few times, like you would strapped in on your board, to get an

idea of how the boot will feel in the binding. Is it stiff or super soft? Remember that most boots

do take some time to break in, so if you think they feel stiff right away, walk around in them as

much as you can to gauge their fit and comfort level. Notice pressure points and any section

that may be poking into your foot. If they seem awkward right away, try another pair to tell the

difference. The boots shouldn’t make you feel pain just by walking in them.Your big toe should

brush the front of the boot when you bend your knees. If it is squished, then you need to up

your size. You should have little movement of your foot inside the boot—you want the boots to

fit snugly because they will stretch a little. If they hurt right away, then again try a few other

pairs and compare. The shop employee should be able to answer any questions you may have

about fits of specific boots.Walk around for a bit. How is the comfort overall? Is your heel lifting

at all? Heel lift is the most common problem when searching for the right boot. Your heel

should lift minimally, if at all, and should feel held down in place. If your heel lifts up, it will

compromise your maneuverability on your board and cause problems when making turns and

landing tricks.Liners and InsertsLiners or inserts are an inside piece in the boot that is often

removable. The outside is considered the shell. Liners can be replaced if they are wearing

down. The boot itself usually can’t. Liners shouldn’t have to be removed unless they get wet or

soggy from being worn all day and you want to dry them out. No outer shell of a boot is

completely waterproof , which is why there are different parts of a boot to help absorb any

moisture that may get through. The system as a whole helps keep your feet dry and

warm.Most liners, if they aren’t made to be heat molded, will fit better and more securely to

your foot once they have been worn a few times. Keep that in mind, and try on as many pairs

as possible to get a good idea of which boots fit your feet best. Right out of the box, a boot

should feel pretty comfortable overall.There are several types of liners, falling into three

categories:Stock (nonmoldable): You will find these liners in low-price-point boots. Stock liners

are made with less pliable materials and don’t provide as much stability on hardpack and

landings. The boot will usually still conform to your foot, but it won’t provide much support or

last as long as a moldable liner.Moldable: Moldable liners are standard in most boots. Although

they may be pricier, they offer a shorter break-in period and more of a custom fit. The liner

molds to your foot by your own foot’s heat and shape.Heat moldable: Heated molds provide a

true custom fit instantly. To get the best fit possible, they must be heated with a heating

mechanism found in-store or in an oven or similar device at home (follow the directions

carefully), although they will work with body heat over time as well.Heat-moldable liners further

assist in getting a secure and comfortable fit. Just like getting a suit tailored, a heat-moldable

liner will make the boot fit perfectly to your foot. Heat molds can take care of some of the lift

issue if you are experiencing that. If a shop carries heat-moldable boots, you should be able to

mold and fit them right in the store. Once you decide you want to purchase the boots, the

employee will take out the liners and place them on a heater. Then you put the liners on your

feet, which helps the liners mold to the shape of your feet.Boots with high-end liners offer

better support for your foot overall. Although boots with more intricate liners are often more

expensive because of the materials and mechanisms used, they will generally last longer.

Pricing will vary, and a more expensive higher-end boot may cost as much as $400. However, a

less expensive boot may feel better and may work for you just as well.Depending on your riding

style, how much you ride, what types of terrain you prefer, and so on, the retailer should be

able to lead you to the right type of boot. Most riders use the liners that come in the boots, but



some will add a foot bed, such as Superfeet or Outlast, to get a better adjustment and to help

with arch support because most liners are flat on the bottom. Most liners are made of ethylene

vinyl acetate (EVA)—a lightweight, moldable polymer similar to foam rubber. Ask the sales

attendant about the various liners and what the difference is if you are confused. Sometimes

the difference between liners is obvious, and sometimes it isn’t. If there is a range in pricing,

ask why.FlexA midflex boot will often do the trick for most beginner to intermediate riders. Find

out the flex rating of the boots you are trying on. Usually a 1 is softest and a 10 is stiffest.

Riders who prefer stiffer boots choose higher-rated boots for added support. Stiffer boots also

tend to last more days on the hill, although they do have a longer break-in period. Because

stiffer boots can help absorb hard landings, they are useful in big mountain conditions and if

you are taking bigger risks on jumps.Breaking in boots can take a day or several, depending on

how much you wear them and the boot itself. Feeling pain throughout the feet is common the

first few days out in any boot, so don’t question your selection just because your feet hurt. If the

pain is too much, loosen the boots a little. Having them tightened all the way may be causing

some of the pain.Some riders like to get an added insole for the bottom of their boots that’s

made exactly for their foot or one that matches the arch of their foot and the support they are

looking for. As mentioned before, it may be good to get insoles since this will help with arch

support and give your boots extra mileage.Some riders prefer lace-ups to speed lacing since

they think they have more control with the fit. It’s again a matter of preference. Most boots

provide a combination of self-lacing and a speed system to offer options for different parts of

the foot. A rider might like a looser fit in the ankle, yet a tight fit through the foot. Try different

methods if you aren’t sure. If you hate taking the time to lace, then consider a Speed Zone

system or Boa. Try a few different models to see which one suits your needs best.Get proper

snowboard-specific socks that are made to wick away moisture, since your feet will sweat

throughout the day. Wearing two or five pairs of regular socks will only make your foot colder

and wear out your liner. Wearing your boots all day can sometimes lead to swamp foot,

meaning your foot and liner will be somewhat damp by the end of the day. Make sure you take

your boots off after riding and dry them at night on a boot dryer or next to (but not close

enough to burn) a fireplace. This will ensure your liners dry all the way so if you ride the next

day you won’t be putting your foot into something that’s already wet.A system you will see in

today’s higher-end boots is Recco. Taken from the military search and rescue term

reconnaissance, Recco is an added feature for those who ride off-piste (out of bounds) terrain.

If a rider gets buried in an avalanche, the Recco reflector helps rescuers find the person with

an electronic device used by most snow patrols. It’s a safety feature some riders like to have for

added piece of mind. Look for the emblem and logo if you’re a backcountry-specific rider.

Recco is also available on outerwear.When you’re outside in the cold all day, it is difficult to

keep your feet warm. Although most boots do an exceptional job retaining heat and keeping

your feet from going numb, some models of boots take the added precaution of including a

battery-operated heater. Burton added these to its boots a few years back, and they have

solved many riders’ circulation issues. Look into the heating system if you live in frigid climates

or ride in places where it never gets above freezing.
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Jackson Snell, “Great Book for Beginners and Intermediate riders.. I have been snowboarding

for about 6 years by now but this season I decided it was time to get into competitive riding.

But before I could start that, I had to brush up on my skills, as I had only ever really taken one

lesson at he beginning of my time riding. I didn't know what to expect from this book, and I

thought it would be solely geared towards beginners, but it has been super helpful. It's an easy,

fun read with great pictures that can help you learn the tricks with ease.If you are an

experienced rider like me and are looking to move forward with your riding and possibly get a

career started, this book has some great advice as well as does a wonderful job of covering

the basics of what you need to know.As well as using this book for myself, I currently have a

student and I had him read this book. The results could be seen easily. He was soon carving

much better and smoother, had a much better stance, and even decided to set up his own

board and adjust his bindings to fit him better. Reading this gave him a lot of confidence to try

the new things he wasn't ready to try before, because it explained them in a new way.Overall,

great buy. I'd recommend it highly.”

David, “The best beginners guide to snowboarding. The best beginners guide to snowboarding.

Extremely comprehensive as it covers every aspect of the sport from the clothing and supplies

to terrain and tricks.”

randyw22, “Love this site and the books!. I recently bought two books off this site and I love

both of them. "Sammy The Shredder" is great for young children to introduce them to the

basics of snowboarding! It has great animated illustrations and is very reader friendly for

children and adults. Yes I read it! I also purchased "Mastering Snowboarding" and it has very

good information whether you are a beginner or a long time snowboarder! There are many

tricks to be learned and they are well diagrammed. Again this book is very user friendly, and

takes you step by step on how to improve your snowboarding skills. I highly reccomend this

book for the novice snownboarder or the expert snowboarder! The authors are very well

connected to the ultimate snowboarding experience.”

David Bryant Heuer, “Five Stars. was a gift????”



Ryan Barnhart, “Awesome Book. Very well written book. It outlines the basics to bangers. I

really enjoyed the book and it was easy to read.”

Ed, “Amazing book!. I was looking for a good book to get me ready for the new season and this

really help! All the information on the history of the sport, beginner through advanced tricks; it

was great!”

Ali, “great book. Good for snowboarders of all levels. I am just learning g how to do tricks and

tried a fee of the tips in this book yestrrday. Easy to read and great picture demonstrations.”

The book by Hannah Teter has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 26 people have provided feedback.
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